Pregnancy is a happy time for most couples, but sudden pregnancy can often lead to tension. Women often fret about the situation, especially teenage girls freak out when they miss a period. Pregnancy symptoms aren’t felt during the early days, and that frustrates women a lot. Often when they realize they have missed a period they panic. Some DIY home pregnancy tests can definitely work in those situations and one such test is the Bleach pregnancy test.

Liquid bleach is present almost at every house, and it may help women a lot. Bleach home pregnancy test is more accurate than any other home pregnancy test methods. Of course, the pregnancy test best results comes with a pregnancy kit or a blood test. But due to unavoidable circumstances or any other reason it may not be possible to get one. In that situation, bleach test will work fine. Testing at home pregnancy test bleach could be done if your local store is far from your place.

This is the 1st worry of this series. Once you get a positive pregnancy test, you start exploring best stretch marks cream and then comes your tension about having normal delivery. I would say do not think a lot. Once you get a confirmation, visit your doctor and understand everything well. Read books, eat right and think positive.

How Does The Bleach Pregnancy Test Work?
Pregnancy tests detect a hormone called hCG or human Chorionic Gonadotropin that increases when a woman is pregnant. The package often says to test it with the urine of early morning. The reason behind it is that the urine is more saturated with the hormone when someone wakes up. The hormone is a strong one, and it starts increasing as soon as the conception of the baby happens. The home pregnancy tests are very sensitive, and they can detect the hormones 99% of the time. The other test that people use is the blood test. These can be most accurate, but the usage of urine and bleach pregnancy test during emergencies is also being done. Bleach uses the same HCG hormone and reacts to it to give the pregnancy test results.

**How To Do The Bleach Pregnancy Test & Does The Bleach Test Work For Pregnancy?**
How To Do Bleach Pregnancy Test
So let’s understand how to do the bleach pregnancy test? Bleach tests begins with bleach, also pregnancy test with bleach accuracy depends upon many factors. First of all, one would definitely need a bleach that hasn’t expired to perform pregnancy bleach test. Checking the date of the bleach is very important. So let us see the right procedure and ingredients to perform pregnancy test using bleach.

**The needed Ingredients for bleach urine pregnancy test:**

- 100 ml of urine collected at the first urination of the day. It should be fresh so do the test within 5-15 minutes after collecting the urine.
- 100 ml of bleach that hasn’t expired. Make sure you use the kind that is 100% bleach and doesn’t have fragrance or other additives
- A clear plastic disposable cup
- Few Paper napkins
- A pair of disposable latex gloves

Steps to do bleach test for pregnancy:

- As mentioned, one has to use the first urine of the day. Arranging the items before going to bed helps a lot. One can urinate in the disposable cup itself and reduce the amount to 100 ml or as close as possible.
- The next step will be to measure out the amount of bleach. Then pour the bleach carefully into the cup bit by bit. This allows time for reaction and doesn’t ruin the process.
- The results take few minutes, so one has to wait for 3 minutes for the reaction to happen. Not upsetting the cup and keeping it on a flat surface works great.

**How soon does a home pregnancy test work?**

Any home pregnancy test should be done only after a week since you missed your period. People often ask – “when will i get an accurate pregnancy test result”? The doctor suggest to wait for a week after missing your period. You should do not rush, I know this waiting game is very difficult but to get the accurate results you should wait for sometime.

We also want to say that the bleach pregnancy test should take place in a well-ventilated space. The reason for it is that some toxic fumes get released when urine and bleach come together. We will advise a place near an open window to perform the test. Availability of a mask is great and advisable. When you are performing pregnancy test with bleach you should not touch bleach with bare hands, and that is the reason latex gloves will come
handy. One has to perform the proper disposal of the cup and the gloves.

How does the bleach pregnancy test work and can bleach tell if your pregnant?

Lets know how accurate is the bleach preg test. As said above, the home pregnancy test works by reacting with the concentrated hCG amount in the urine. There may be two outcomes of the urine bleach test:

- A mixture of bleach and urine without any reaction or foaming
- The mixture starts foaming, and the thick foam may come out of the cup.

In these outcomes of bleach urine test, the former result which doesn’t show any change will read as a negative pregnancy test whereas the mixture of foam is a positive sign of bleach pregnancy test results. So if you ask – does the bleach pregnancy test work – My answer is Yes but one must remember that bleach home pregnancy test accuracy isn’t 100% and results can vary due to many reasons. If you detect a positive bleach pregnancy test kindly visit your doctor next.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Bleach pregnancy test

Home pregnancy test with bleach is a very good method to test pregnancy. First, let’s talk about the advantages that the bleach pregnancy test has. The sure answer would be its easy availability as almost all households will have bleach. The second would be that the person wouldn’t need to go to a faraway store to buy it. The third will be that disposing of it without any trace is easy. A normal pregnancy test may exist in the trash and may give one tension. , it comes handy for teenage girls and also for women who fret about the missed period. Also, bleach works more accurately than any other DIY pregnancy tests. Bleach and urine pregnancy test accuracy is known by almost everyone and hence its more popular among women.

Now, let’s see the disadvantages. The fumes released are bad for expecting mothers and the test is best performed in an open area. Bleach is corrosive, and one should strictly use it in the right way. The most important thing is that it is not always 100% accurate. Even if there is foam or the mixture is clear everyone needs to check with a store bought
pregnancy test. Pregnancy test results accuracy is correct with pregnancy tests recommended by doctors. Bleach is not recommended by doctors in any way. Please visit a doctor even if you get home positive pregnancy test. The pregnancy wouldn’t work in cases like ectopic pregnancies, sudden miscarriages, and hormone imbalance. It can show positive results in people who have been taking the hCG hormone. So, taking a prescribed pregnancy test is always advised.

In any case of emergency when the pregnancy test isn’t available one can use the bleach test. Bleach pregnancy test positive results are seen, diligent performance of each step yields the best results. Do it in an airy and well-ventilated place, and no problem will arise. If someone thinks they have a positive result, then they should immediately book an appointment with a doctor and plan a pregnancy calendar.

I hope this posts answers your queries on homemade pregnancy test with bleach. Bleach pregnancy test reviews are good and they are very popular. You can surely perform it at the convenience of your home if you follow the steps carefully.